Reach Out's October 2018 Prayers

...to Him be the glory in the church and in Christ Jesus
throughout all generations... Ephesians 3:21

Thank you for praying for us! By doing so you give us a powerful gift.
Your prayers get answered, not only in the present, but also
throughout all generations. Astounding! When we pray, God stores
our prayers in heaven, and He releases His answers in His time--and
then that answer continues throughout all generations! Because
Reach Out has focused on "the next generation" for over 40 years--at
least 4 generations, and because we plan to continue--the next 4
generations, we desperately need your powerful prayers!

Short Answers
Every day we see God answering your prayers! A few quick ones for
encouragement...
Adopt A Country. You read about Adopt A Country in our monthly
update. This continues to gain energy and momentum every day, both
in the USA and Africa.
Parent Fuel Website. After long months of struggles to get this
completed, we did! That was a major victory. Now the Parent Fuel
website is "out there" with our Parent Fuel tools and 48 new videos to
guide parents.
Global Youth Coalition Retreat. This "band of brothers", burdened
for the 2.3 billion young people who don't know Jesus, made speciﬁc
plans to launch a new collaborative two-year training endeavor in
India-- 18 million young people!

Tall Requests
Filming Jesus-Focused Youth Ministry Online in Dallas. October
15-19 Randy Riggins, Todd Slocum (videographer) and I will spend a
week preparing to ﬁlm our JFYM Online Training, and November 8-9
we will do the actual ﬁlming. Pray this month for wisdom as we meet
to prepare.
Kim Bearden's Nepal Trip. Kim leaves this week to go back to Nepal
for a month. He has a number of selected pastors and youth leaders
he will train over the next two years to turn their churches into
Intentional Disciple-Making leaders and churches. Pray for Kim and for
courage for these leaders to embrace this paradigm shift.
Charles Juma . Charles continues to face Kenyan challenges with his
insurance, the healthcare system, and his visa. The journey has been
long, and he needs several break thoughs regarding these issues.
Pray for insurance, health and visa breakthroughs for Charles .
Fall Funding. October 1, we begin the process of Reach Out's end of
the year fundraising. This multi-faceted process involves all of our
team expending signiﬁcant effort to raise Reach Out's needed yearend funds. It includes several signiﬁcant foundation proposals. Pray for
our team as we launch the process, and favor with donors and
foundations.
When you pray for us, your prayers reverberate...
throughout all generations!
Jesus is Lord,

